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17 March2020

PCC All Saints' Church, Haslingfield
Church Way
Haslingfield
Cambridge
CB23 lJF

For the attention of: Mr R Willcocks

Dear Sirs

Cracking to East Wall of Vestry
All Saints' Church, Haslingfield

As requested we called to inspect the cracking in the east wall of the vestry on 13

February 2020.

This engineer's report only deals with the above mentiored and our liability in respect
of this report is limited to you as our client. There is no intention to confer any third
party rights as described in the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999. Please
also note that we have not inspected the condition of timber or any parts of the property
which are covered or unexposed and cannot therefore report that such parts of the
property are free from defect.

The vestry is a Victorian addition to the grade I listed church. It is on the north east
side of the building set some 2.5 metres from a footpath running east west and a line of
mature Lime tress some 14 metres from the vestry north wall.

There are cracks in the 4.3 m long vestry east wall. These extend from ground level up
to the verge of the mono pitched roof. They are up to 5 mm wide varying in width with
height from the ground. Interestingly one crack is wider at the base than at the top.
Since this structure is set in the graveyard it is possible that there is a grave in the line
of the wall which is proving to be a soft spot. This could only be determined with
numerous test pits along the line of the wall. This would be difficult to undertake in
practice as immediately adjacent the wall are numerous memorial crernation plaques,
and possibly unmarked graves below.

The cracking is clearly longstanding and has been inspected by our company back in
1997. The church is founded on medium shrinkable chalk marl clays. The foundation
movement has been exacerbated by the roots of the nearby medium water demand of
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the lime trees (circa 14m distant). A root barrier was installed in the early 2000's on
the north side of the footpath in order to keep the roots away from the foundations to
the church walls. This has proved to be successful in reducing movement of the east
wall of the North Aisle, where cracking and monitoring has also been taking place.
However it is understood that in the course of installing drains under the footpath the
root barrier was disturbed. We suspect that this has allowed the Lime tree roots to cross
the barrier and following the recent two long hot dry summers the roots have dried out
the clay formation in the area adjacent to the vestry. This has caused foundation
movement in the church walls.

In order to verifu the extent of the damage to the root barrier it will be necessary to
carefully excavate numerous trenches adjacent to the line of the barrier to a depth of 2
metres. Realistically, to effect a remedy it would be prudent to have root barrier
material available to reinstate the barrier at the same time as the investigation. It is
suggested that a trench be dug on the north side of the path parallel to the line of the
existing barrier over a length of 20 metres to a depth of 2 metres. This need only be
300 - 400mm wide. The new barrier can then be installed such that it overlaps the
existing. In this way any roots from the trees should be cut off thus ensuring their effect
on the building is effectively reduced.

An alternative to the root barrier would possibly be to underpin the cracked section of
wall over a length of about 10 metres. There are significant problems, as hard spots are
created and subsequent cracking occurs at the end of the rigid footing. We would be
particularly reluctant to partially underpin a listed building. The merit of the root barrier
approach is that the existing slightly flexible structural form is maintained. We are of
the opinion that the installation of a root barrier is the most appropriate method of
stabilising the foundations to this part of the church.

Yours faithfully

?ffi
PETER STUART BSc (Hons), CEng, MICE
For and on behalf of Andrew Firebrace Partnership Limited


